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$515,000

acreage life  | 2 x Executive Half Acre Vacant Land Blocks Adjacent to Exclusive 'River Oaks' Estate - They're Clear, Cut &

Ready to Go!Lot 1: LAND - 2,003m2Lot 2: LAND - 2,002m2 - SOLD· Trickle-Feed Town Water, NBN + Electrical

Connections!With acreage becoming unbelievably rare, these incredible blocks have been fully cleared and prepped and

are ready to go! Logan Village is QLD's best kept secret offering acreage lots amongst natural reserve surrounds and

council parkland within 45 minutes of the Brisbane CBD and a stones throw from major shopping, schooling and arterial

roads in all directions.Situated on an elevated, flat lot surrounded by executive acreage homes in the exclusive 'River

Oaks' estate you could not ask for a better position to build your dream lifestyle. The half acre allotment provides so

much space to build a home outside the commonplace parameters of residential living found elsewhere. Enjoy the peace,

privacy and convenience of this location and never look back. Don't wait as this is a once in a lifetime opportunity to be

capitalised on!*Note: The outline shown on the aerial photos is for illustrative purposes only and is intended as a guide to

the property boundary. We cannot guarantee its accuracy and interested parties should rely on their own enquiries. Also,

the measurements are approximate and any potential suggestions have not been investigated with council and interested

parties should rely on their own enquiries. The sellers Building and Pest Report can be accessed for review for review

however this should not be relied upon and interested parties should rely on their own enquiries. (STCA - Subject To

Council Approval)


